
PLANNER
Ikea kid's bedroom

Find more bedtime tips at www.minimello.com

 Have you ever thought about designing your child's room
to help them sleep better?

 
Use our scale drawing planner and Ikea furniture product

cut-outs to plan the space so it works for them. 
 
 



PLANNER
Ikea children's room

Measure your room in metres

Each square on the grid represents 0.2m  

5 squares  = 1 metre

Draw in your door, windows and any radiator or

other features.

Mark any ventilation or visible light sources

Cut out the items on this page

Lay out the furniture on the plan to design your

child’s bedroom

Double check the attached checklist 

Make any tweaks and send us a photo of your new

room!

 

Find more bedtime tips at www.minimello.com

 Is your child's bedroom helping them to get a good night's sleep?
 

Follow our guide and use the templates and Ikea furniture cut outs
to design a room that sets them up for sleep. 
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Example bedroom plan
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stuva 
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cot
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Ikea kid’s bedroom planner*
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Fangst hanging 
storage
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Branas laundry 
basket

* This planner and any reference to Ikea have no association with Ikea.
Find out more about making bedrooms better for sleep at www.minimello.com
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